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of a thousand miles must begin with a single step.1
Lao Tzu
--

eomed to camsu

if
Grainne Carlin
News Editor

men were asked to apply for volunteer positions. In exchange
for being able to arrive on campus early free of charge and receive a new Moove-f- n
volunteers had to help with a variety of tasks. According to Associate Dean of Students, Chris-

This year marked a milestone
for the College of Wooster.
In
its 141st academic year, the Col- lege has enrolled the largest incoming class to date. With over
the College had to
600 first-year- s,
make quite a few changes for the
beginning 01 the year.
In addition to the reopening of
Kittredge Dining Hall and the ad
dition of two new lunch options
as well as the renovation and reopening of various residential areas, the new student orientation
was also altered significantly.
In her third year on summer
orientation committee, Sandy
MacKay '11 said, "overall, orientation has gotten to be more accommodating to incoming freshmen over the years."
One of the first major changes for summer orientation was
ARCH summer registration. The
purpose of the summer ARCH
program was to help first-yea- rs
"develop a thoughtful educational
plan in conjuction. with, a faculty
adviser." MacKay stated, "ARCH

t-s-

hirt,

1

tie Kracker the goal of Moove-I- n
was to "keep things mooving."'
On Moove-I- n day as portions.
of Beall Ave. and Wayne Ave.
were closed off to traffic, first- year parents were asked to drive
to their child's designated dorm
and volunteers would then unload the car and move the students' belongings into their
rooms as the parents and student
parked their cars in designated
areas around campus.
At the end of. the Moove-I- n
event, first year students and
families were treated to free piz-and free ice cream.
za,
t

Chic-fil--

A,

was a success accord-

Moove-I- n

ing to MacKay, "Moave-I- n was
the biggest change for summer
orientation, it was a huge help
for the first year class."
Not only is this incoming class
the largest Wooster has ever
seen, but it also has the most international students.

explained the Liberal Arts agenda for a well rounded education to
students, which hasn't happened
in the past with class registration.

IX

MacKay, who worked specifically with International students

during

.

The faculty and staff mentors
explained how Wooster wants its
students to be educated." First-yeawere able to sign up for one
of four different sessions occur
ring throughout the summer.
The second major change in
orientation was the Moove-I- n
upperclass- event. For Moove-Irs

n,

.

First-Ye-

Orientation,

ar

said she got to know a lot of
the International students well,
"there were only six committee
members for the, 70 international
students so I got to know a lot
of them well, it was very cool
to meet people from all over the
world; there are students this
year from Eastern Europe and
there are a lot more students

Upcoming freshmen gathered over the summer for ARCH, where they met with faculty
advisors, listened to students speak about their experiences and scheduled their classes. Their experiences helped get them ready for the new year and meet many future
classmates (Photo by Taylor Keegan).
Although having such a large ,
class may seem like a burden at
first, Brandon Jacobs 'i 1, Admis
sions Intern stated, "having a big
class is never a bad thing for admissions. We didn't just accept
students to accept students, this is

from Korea."
MacKay believes that although
the incoming international class
is largd, Orientation Committee
still did a great job at helping the
students overcome the hurdles of
a new country and a new school.

the most impressive class Wooster
has ever seen academically. It's a
great class, from top to bottom."
Admissions looked for students
that would better the school and
they are excited to see what this
class can accomplish.

Meal, options on campus provide new dining choices
V.

1

eco-friend-

Suit bogs

er
and operate additional lunch options 'JeveT of Kauke, and the Lowry
and
Bar
Store.
Coffee
Convenience
than to open Kittredge for dinner as
"The changes should benefit stuwell, he said.
.'.
In addition to the new options of dents by providing more choices of
and the Scot
dining locations, jnore food varieties,
Kittredge, the Sub-StDog cart, students can also go to faster service, and more convenience
for students during their busy day,"
Lowry Center Dining Hall, Old Main
said Wagers.
Cafe, which is located on the "garden

cally grown, organic, vegetarian and

Cen-"".t-

ly.

"We knew that opening Kittredge
would be popular with students, but
we wanted to create a unique dining
experience," said Wagers. "Kittredge
is a quieter, more relaxed atmosphere
and we thought the vegetarian, local,
and organic might appeal to students
dining there."
Many of the ingredients used at
Kittredge come from the College's
own garden and from farmers in Ohio,
the farthest coming from just 62 miles
away. Because they are locally, grown,
it requires less fuel to transport the
ingredients to Wooster, said Wagers.
"Getting produce from our garden or
from one of our area farmers insures
a fresher product for students that has
traveled less distance and consumed

j

.

op

.

!

Students are now able to enjoy alternate meal options, such
weather-permittin- g
cart provides hotdogs
and chips to passing students (Photo by Linda Kuster).

as ScotDogs. The

less fuel in shipping," he said.
For students who are looking for
a quick and easy meal on the go, the
p,
College now offers Lowry
located near the Wireless Scot in
t
Dogs. The
Lowry Center,
Sub-Stis open from 10:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. and will offer different meat
and vegetarian options each day. For
one meal swipe, students will receive
a sub, two sides and a drink.
The Scot Dog cart will be located
ic
areas for
on campus in
students to get a quick meal
It will offer sandwiches with locally produced meat, chips and drinks
that students can purchase with Flex

j

L

:

Sub-Sto-

,

H

and-Sco-
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op

Margaret Donnelly
Editor In Chief

Sub-Sto-

Wooster's Dining and Hospitality
Services are offering several new dining options for lunch in order to comlines to Lowry
bat the
ever-increasi-

options for lunch, including Lowry
Center Dining Hall, Kittredge Dinp,
Scot Dogs,
ing Hall, Lowry
Mom's Truck Stop, Old Main Cafe
and Lowry Center Coffee Bar and

ng

Dining Hall that plagued students
last year. With the frustrations experienced by students and the size of
class, Dining and
Wooster's first-ye- ar
Hospitality Services director Chuck
Wagers knew changes needed to be
1 school year.
made for the 2010-20- 1
Wooster now offers seven dining
.

Convenience Store.
Wagers said that changes were
made in options for lunch because
75 percent of all students eat lunch
within a period of an hour and a half,
while at other meals there is a more
evenly spaced flow of students.
Some of the new options have radically changed the face of Wooster
dining. .Kittredge, for example, will
now only serve food items that are lo

high-traff-

on-the--

Features
& Entertainment
Spoils

2010-201- 1
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The

Sub-Stwill accept meal
because
it is a
swipes
meal instead of the a la carte choices
from the Scot Dog, said Wagers. Also,
to open
it is still more
op

pre-packa-

ged

cost-effecti- ve

Another meal option is the Sub Stop in Lowry. The cart
to students for a meal swipe (Photo
Erovides sandwiches
y Linda Kuster).
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read the full story,
see page 4.
Ramsey Kincannon
gives a critical analysis
of the decline of school
systems. Flip to page 3
to read the full piece.
To

Features Editor Lee
McKinstry gives us a
preview of Scot Spirit
Day.

See page 5 to

read more.

A&E Editor Emily

Tim-merm- an

interviews the
new professor of Theater
and Dance. Seepages
for the full story.

Ben Christ reports on
the upcoming football
season for the Scots.
Turn to page 8 to read
further.
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section editors:
Laney Austin
Grainne carlin

College hpsts worlds top mathematicians
it provides a nice forum in which
to present your results." Titles
of different presentations included "Fuzzy Topological Vector
Spaces," "Irregular Recurrence in
Compact Metric Spaces," and "Loar
cal and Global Curvatures of
Sets." In addition, more

CAMPUS

Entrepreneurship
tour comes to campus
On Sept. 10, the Extreme Entrepreneurship Tour will come to the
Wooster campus. The forum will
feature speakers, workshops, and
interactive sessions to motivate
.students towards success at an
early age. The tour comprises of
young entrepreneurs, most notaand Sheena
bly Michael-SimmonLindahl, who have both received
notoriety for their success. For
students interested, it will be a
three-hosession from 3 p.m. to 6
p.m. in Freedlander Theatre. Pre- - '
registration for the event is recommended, but not required.
'

of the Summer Symposium in Real
Analysis gather for a group picture. The representatives
came from a variety of countries (Photo by Matt Dilyard).
Above,-attendee-

s

the top scholars in the field of
Real Analysis with the hope that
discussion and demonstration will
further future research. The symposium was supported by a grant
received by Pam Pierce, professor
of mathematics and computer science at the College. Pierce applied
for the grant through the National Science Foundation and ended
up receiving $15,700 in order to
help pay for the conference costs.
When asked what the general
topics of conversation were at the
conference, Pierce said, "most of
the participants gave a talk describing their recent research, so

Laney Austin
News Editor

LOCAL

Local veal farms
inflict animal cruelty
Veal farms in Ohio are under increasing scrutiny after Mercy for
Animals released an undercover
animal cruelty video from local Wayne County farm; Buckeye
Veal. The farm in question used
the "crate method" of raising veal,
where the calves are chained and
kept in a crate for the expanse of
their lives. Buckeye Veal has responded in defense that they have
converted most of their crated
calves to group housing since the
video was recorded in April. Ohio
legislature is expected to debate a
ban on the crate system in the near
future.

The College of Wooster was
recently fortunate enough to
host the 34th annual Summer
Symposium in Real Analysis, a
conference that attracted some
of the world's top mathematicians. Attendees ranged in origin from Botswana, India, Brazil,
the Czech Republic, the Russian
Federation and several other
countries.
The goal of the conference
was to bring together some of
.

The HOPE Fund in Wayne
County seeks to assist lower income individuals in this time of
few job opportunities. People that
need a variety of odd jobs done
may Lease a Lion, Rent a Rotar-iai- i,
or Contract a Kiwanian. These
jobs help teach job training skills
for future hiring opportunities.
The person hiring the help may
choose to pay them in cash, or pay
them back in service. The HOPE
Fund hopes that this will become
a cycle of helping one another and
providing assistance to improve
quality of life for lower income
Wooster.

WORLD

War from its outset and he made
that notion clear in his speech. However, he did mention that despite the
controversy over the Iraq combat
mission throughout the past years,
attacks are nearing the lowest level
ever recorded. "We have persevered
because of a belief we share with the
Iraqi people, a belief that out of the
ashes of war, a new beginning could
be born in this cradle of civiliza-

Grainne Carlin
News Editor
The end to the United States'
mission
combat
in Iraq was announced on Tuesday
night. Although the U.S. will continue to support the Iraqi government, more focus will now be placed
on problems happening within the
United States that need increased atng

tion," Obama said.
In regards to "turning the page,"
the United States will now focus on
fixing the economy at home. Obama
gave clear appreciation to the American troops for their "enormous sacrifices in Iraq" and explained that the
United States "spent vast resources
abroad at a time of tight budgets at
home."
Obama's first priority in regards
to the economy is getting the millions of Americans who have lost
their jobs due to the recession back
to work. Plans include jumpstart-in- g
and stimulating the industries
that create jobs, become innovative
enough within the country to stop
the dependency on foreign oil, and

tention.
President Barack Obama stated in
his address to the Union on Tuesday
night, "the United States has paid a
huge price to put the future of Iraq
in the hands of its people,." Through
this remarkable chapter in the history of the United States and Iraq,
we have met our responsibility. Now,
it is time to turn the page."
In order to support the Iraqi government, Obama announced that
50,000 U.S. troops will remain stationed in Iraq in order to properly
train and advise Iraqi troops. The
U.S. hopes with this training the
Iraqi soldiers will have the proper
tools to function on their own.
Obama was opposed to the Iraq

Man killed during

ce.

deSociologyAnthropology
partment who helped with narration. In addition, there was an
opening reception and a closing
banquet for everyone who participated.
Pierce said, "I always find it
interesting to hear what other
mathematicians in my field are
working on." However, the diversity of people at the conference made a lasting impact and
was one of the most interesting
aspects for her. She added, "The
people are really the most interesting part of the conference. It
is always fascinating talking with

people from many different places,
whether about mathematics, or
about other parts of their lives."

'
'

o 0

Aug.

14-Au- g.

'

Cuban hostages back
after 1 month
After being held hostage for a
month, six Cuban immigrants
were rescued by Mexican authorities. The kidnappers were demanding ransom from relatives of
the hostages in Florida, between
$8,000 and $10,000 a person. The
Cubans were held hostage in Can-cu- n,
which is a common landing for
smugglers bringing people from,
Cuba to continue on their way to
the United States.
--

BiUs compiled by Victoria Sumney

While we strive for
excellence every week,
we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your
corrections to Voice
wooster.edu

'

,

independent ideas from
small businesses, entrepreneurs, and
start-u- p
companies.
With one war now ending, another
continues to rage. Obama drew attention to the war in Afghanistan
that is now approaching the ten year
mark. Obama claims that with the
drawback in Iraq, more attention can
be put on the war in Afghanistan. By
nurture

July 2011, America hopes to begin
withdrawing troops, to "begin a transition to Afghan responsibility."
1.5 million Americans have served
in Iraq and 4,400 American troops
have died. The announcement on
Tuesday of the end of the combat
mission is surely a new page in American history and the end to a controversial war.

Virtual Edition!

29

Web-exclusi-

photo

ve

CALLERY!

1

NATIONAL

is

Above, troops leave military bases in Iraq and head back
to the U.S. Some troops will remain for peacekeeping
purposes (Photo courtesy AP).

Campus Security Reports

hostage situation
On Sept 1, three people were
held hostage on Sept.
at Discovery Channel headquarters in
Maryland. The suspect, James Lee,
was shot and killed by police, but
all hostages were unharmed. Lee
was linked to an online manifesto
that demanded Discovery Channel
broadcast shows devoted to saving
the planet.

other presentations were

es.

Obama ends war, switches focus to U.S. economy
seven-year-lo-

New fund to help
assist the unemployed

25

given throughout the symposium.
Along with the presentations
were group discussions amongst
scholars in order to interact
Pierce saitf that "mathematicians also had the opportunity to work together on open
problems and share ideas based on
the talks that are presented." This
allowed for attendees to grapple
with problems and search for ways
to solve them.
Although the majority of. the
attendees were advanced scholars
in their field, David Freund'13,
worked, as a student assistant to
Pierce and also was able to participate in the lectures. Freund is
incredibly grateful for the experience he had during the conference, saying that, "when I agreed
to help Dr. Pierce with the conference, I didn't dream that I would
have such an amazing of an
experience." Freund was able to
meet a variety of people, including the director of the Budapest
semesters in Mathematics program. Freund hopes to attend the
semester during his junior year as
a study abroad program. Freund
said that one of the best parts of
face-to-fa-

s

ur

at-tend-

Self-Simil-

than

being able to attend the symposium was the overall feeling of
welcome he got from the other
He said, "even though I'm
an undergraduate, I felt included
outside of the lectures and some
attendees were simply thrilled
that I'm interested in mathematics." He hopes he is able to keep in
contact with them and see them
again in the future.
Even though the conference
covered some complicated and
intense topics, the attendees
still managed to have some fun
while visiting Wooster. They
were able to experience life in
Wooster by taking a bus tour of
Amish Country, with assistance
from Professors David McCon-ne- ll
and Chuck Hurst from the

Location

DateTime

Beall Ave

820,

Busted radiator valve caused water
leak

Mackey Hall

821, 5:55 p.m.

Was acting strange, taken to SWC

Wagner Hall

824, 5:04 p.m.

Had a minor accident during

Bever & Pine

825,

5:38 p.m.

Armington Hall

827,

12:00 a.m.

Information
Holding

against her will
Yelled for help SPS assisted, WDP
co-wor-

ker

called

-

move-i- n

Complained of personal items being
taken

1:27 a.m.

Check out tiieVoice's
new website!

WWW.
THE
WOOSTER

Theft
Report that laptop and projector were
taken this summer

819,

Babcock Hall

11:15 a.m.

VOICE
'

Purse taken from restroom

Douglass Hall

825, 9:27 p.m.

Barricade taken, later recovered

Babcock Circle

828,

Laptop taken from room"

Douglass Hall

829, 4:34 p.m.

Vandalism
Damage to patio door

Fairlawn Apt.

818,

7:59 p.m.

Someone tipped trash cans & damaged
light fixture outside Kauke Hall

Campus grounds

825,

3:10 a.m.

Damaged bathroom door

Troyer House

827,

10:51 a.m.

Broke light fixture with a rock

Wagner Hall

828,

2:34 a.m.

Alcohol
Underage consumption of
alcohol took place in the house

Avery House

826. 4:22

Evidence of Beer Pong being

Troyer House

827,

10:51 a.m.

829,

1:45 a.m.

played

11:00 p.m.

a.m.

show oil' your
investigative
skills!
Become a
writer for the
News section
of the Voice!
the News Editors '
Laney Austin and Grainne
Carlin at voicenews
wooster.edu
E-m-

-

Drank too much, underage

Lowry Center-

Fire Alarm
Alarm faulty in room

Wooster Inn

818, 6:15

Andrews Hall

827,

Someone pulled the pujl
station

p.m.

1:S(J a.m.
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More people than ever are en
rolling in colleges and universities
across the country. The College of
Wooster itself is experiencing its
largest incoming class in the

Real world not so nice?

post-graduati-

Getting Evicted
On one hand, you don't get to
sleep in your comfy dorm room tonight. On the other hand, at least
you don't have to sleep outside
(and since when are dorm rooms
comfy?). On one foot, you have a
furious landlord, frightened neighbors and a bunch of burned clothes
(yes, I'm assuming you got evicted
because of a meth lab explosion).
On the other foot, at least you know
no one's hooking up three feet away
from your open bag of Doritos.
On one cheek, you're going to be
too tired to make it to class tomorrow... actually, that works for both.
Let's just turn the other cheek and
call this round a draw. .

on.

ned

.

Round 3: Meal Plan
.

Plan

vs; No

:

I have many fond memories of
eating on campus in my collegiate
career. Lowry offers a variety of
classics like chicken nuggets, gorky
chicken and the infamous, heart- macaroni
stopping,
and cheese day. What changed my
mjnd, though, was when Panera
opened in the spring of my fresh
man year. Although I am probably a
little more broke because of it, the
French onion soup and Caesar salad
changed my outlook on Wooster.
dining provides in
finitely more options, not only for
what you eat, but also how much
you pay for it. Little do you know
how much eating at Lowry costs
when you break it down. We're full- time students, so unless you work
at Dominos, you probably don't roll
with too much dough. One way I've
cut down of food costs is by doing my grocery shopping on eBay:
Eggo waffle?
$2.50 for a like-ne- w
Deal. Round three goes to No Plan
Tiebreaker: I like college more.
I guess it would' ve made more
sense just to start with this one. I
am the ref after all.
craze-creati-

side, you have to share the generally
incredibly small space (shout out to
the Bissman kids) with another person and most times are forced to loft
your bed so high you have a continual headache from hitting your forehead on the ceiling when you sit up.
Also, getting caught drinking in the
dorms results in a drinking infraction and t.hen you'll have to repent
by taking an online alcohol class. In
"the real world" however, the cops
have important things to do.
Drinking in an apartment is, in
fact, entirely legal. In an apartment,
you have a full bed, your own bathroom, a couch and maybe even a cat.
People respect your space and don't
think that spilling glasses of sugary drink on your ground is "so college." There are some good things
about living in the dorms, though.
You have a staff that comes and
cleans your bathroom daily and you
can always find a fork when you're
making Easy Mac. Have I made
life long friendships and bonded in

ng

Off-camp-us

Laney Austin is a news editor for the
Voice. Site can be reached for comment at
LAustinl lwooster.edu.

Have an opinion?
Viewpoints would love to hear what you think about current events
and issues
lhun campus developments to global news. If you're
interested in writing, or if you'd like to comment on what you've
read here, contact Viewpoints at voiceviewpointswooster.edu,
lwooster.edu or
email us individually at 11 Diorio-Tot- h

IIKFron-zahgmail.co-

1

or
m.

letters to the editors!

.not exceed 350 words in length and must be received by
r m. en 'lie Monday before Friday publication.
tlieV
All letters must he signed, observe standard spelling and grani-ijiali.- vl
rules and include contact information. The Voice reserves
t
; roofread and withhold letters.
the ri
li t
Plea-to voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
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in math and

sci-

out of 30 industrialized countries, alarm bells have
been going off across high schools
nationwide. Even more frightening is that 68 percent of all eighth
graders can't read at an eighth grade
reading level, and scarier still is the
fact that 1.2 million students drop
out of high school every year (one
seconds!). These
every twenty-si- x
troublesome statistics are not just
limited to the education sector, either, as the increased number of
dropouts leads to an augmented
amount of crimes across America.
$9,600 is spent annually on students,
compared to $22,600 annually on in-

ence, respectively,

mates.

Arne Duncan, the Secretary of
Education, has been trying to figure
out what's derailed U.S. Education.
One finger has been pointed towards
the school boards, which set the curricula. Starting with a Kansas State
School Board .decision in 1999
which denied public schools from
standards have
teaching evolution
become increasingly warped.
This March, Texas passed an extremely conservative curriculum
which requires schools to teach
about the conjunction of church and
state, the conservative resurgence of
the 1980s (including the history of
the National Rifle Association) and
demands that Martin Luther King
nt
approach to the civil
Jr.'s
rights movement be
in favor of learning about the Black
.

Round 1: Living in a dorm
room vs. living in an apartment
Living in the dorms has its advantages and disadvantages. There
is certainly no arguing that. On one

Ti;:; Voice welcomes

studrecent
ies ranking the
United States
ramseyltiasnmim
25th and 2 1st

Round 2: Getting Sexiled vs.

My favorite part about people discussing the real world is when they
say how much they can't wait to get
to it. As a senior, I don't know if
I'm ever going to be ready for the
real world. So, in the spirit of my
final year at college, it's time for a
cage match. In
good
one corner, we have the elusive "real
wWld." In the other, the small com- -:
niunity that is our college. "Three
rounds. No gloves. Let's get ready
td rumble.
old-fashio-

school's history.
However, with

ways I can't explain in the dorms?
Yes. Round 1 goes to dorm life!

love when I overhear students
talking about "the real world."
No, not the reality show on MTV
where
"seven
strangers are
picked to live
in a house and
have their lives
taped," but that
foreign destination that evlaneyamsQ&D
ery senior faces
I

cot' Wooster, Wooster,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1

87,

4 Hi!) I.

GFuguitt13wooster.edu.

non-viole-

de-emphas-

ized

Panthers.
Another finger has been pointed
towards the quality of students. In
today's age", where fifth graders have
iPhones, video games are played constantly and televisions across America are on between six and seven hours .
a day, there is a very strong case for
our ADD society playing a role in the
current educational problem.
While school boards and video
games deserve some blame, many
have looked towards the problematic implementation of No Child
Left Behind, an act passed by President George W Bush which focused
on establishing standards on which
schools judge their students. If students passed a particular test that
focused on reading, writing, science,
or math, their school wquld receive
extra funding.
While initially No Child Left Behind was promising, thousands of
schools across the country exploited
the standards and did not teach anything outside of what would be on
the test. This, combined with what
many perceive to be unrealistic expectations laid out by the act, created
significant loopholes in the system.
The problem is compounded by
larger class sizes and apathetic
teachers, too. Students have a harder time developing in larger classrooms, and teachers have grown
more frustrated with their low pay
and challenging students. While
"magnet" schools have been helpful
by recruiting bright, willing teachers and providing strong educations for their students, their limits
on class size have left many on the
outside looking in.
There have been efforts to improve
the situation. Michelle Rhee, the
DC. Chancellor of Education, has
set a nationwide example by firing
disinterested, poor, and apathetic
teachers from any school. Her organization, The New Teacher Project,
has focused on recruiting passion

ate teachers across the country, who
are then placed in underperforming
schools in DC. and other schools nationwide. ' '
Geoffery Canada, the president
of Harlem Children's Zone, has
also been able to change the lives
of thousands of inner city students.
Working with mostly private donations, he has built a new magnet
school in Harlem with a 1 student
teacher ratio, a world-cla- ss
gym and
a cafeteria that serves healthy foods
in order to fight off obesity. Each
child who attends the Academy also
gets a $250 college fund, one that
grows over the course of their education and eventually pays for most
of the cost of a public university.
Outside of his Promise Academy,
he has funded SAT tutoring to area
high schoolers and put reading labs
into many Harlem area schools, too.
In recent years, the United States
has been failing one of its most important tests. School Boards have
been teaching politically charged
curricula, students have begun focusing more on video games than
classes, and teachers have become increasingly unable to do their jobs effectively with more troublesome students. Fortunately, there have been
individuals, like Michelle Rhee and
Geoffery Canada, and organizations,
such as Teach for America and City
Year, making changes nationwide.
However, all of their work can
only do so much. It's up to those of
us who are lucky enough to attend
great colleges and universities like
this one. Legislatively, the possibilities are wonderful. We can push
for a refinement of No Child Left
Behind. We can push for a fairer
curriculum. Maybe you can even
commit to touching a student's life
personally.
6--

Ramsey Kincannon is a contributor to
the Voice. He can be readied for comment

at RKincannonl2wooster.edu.

The blurred line of plagiarism
Plagiarism is a word that strikes
fear in the hearts of many. It is a
serious issue, essentially the "mor
tal sin" of

aca-dem- ia.

There
:1

emilyttSISf

seems to be no

quicker way to
damage
your
reputation as a
student or receive

a failing:

grade.
At the training for First Year Seminar teaching apprentices last week,
we began a discussion of plagiarism
and the Wooster Ethic in order to
make sure we knew how to steer
in the right direction.
the first-yea- rs
However, it soon became shockingly apparent that many of the
were just as confused
about plagiarism and citation as we
to be.
anticipated the first-yea- rs
While everyone understood the
most blatant cases of plagiarism,
it was the ; more subtle situations
that created confusion, including
the ideas of paraphrasing and common knowledge. It was obvious that
copying and pasting from the Internet into an essay and then turning it in is plagiarism, but just how
many words do you need to change
men

up-perclass-

when paraphrasing, even if you
cite? And what exactly defines common knowledge? Plus, to add to the
confusion, many of these situations
vary by discipline.
I believe that the students who
plagiarize knowingly are doing so
not out of deceitfulness or laziness,
but out of stress and desperation.
Plagiarizing seems to be the only
option at 4 a.m. the night before a
paper is due; it's either plagiarize
or have nothing to submit and fail.
They take the dishonest 'route in
order to save the grades they care
about so much.
But, if you're caught, you'll fail
anyway. At least if you turn nothing in, you keep your integrity, if
not your GPA. So, I think that the
majority of students know that plagiarism isn't the way. to go, even in
desperate situations.
However, while the situation I
just described is a scary thought for
most of us, I think perhaps the most
frightening situation is that our lack
of understanding about plagiarism
and citation could lead us to plagiarize unknowingly, and then fail
a course or assignment, despite our
honest intentions.
As a result, it seems clear that we

need to find a way to help students

better understand this complicated
and critical issue. Perhaps more First
Year Seminars and introductory
courses need to spend time discussing plagiarism and citation in depth.
Or, maybe citation guides should
be required texts for more courses.
The Writing Center or Educational
Planning and Advising Center could
offer a session on plagiarism and citations similar tb the COW 101 sessions offered in previous years, and
encourage students of all ages to
attend.
Of course, in the end, it's the students' responsibility to ensure that
their papers are plagiarism free, not
the duty of the professors. That's
why we need to ask for the help and
clarity we want, go to our professors
with questions about confusing issues, and read. our citation guides a
little more closely, so that if a question about our work arises, we can
prove that we tried everything we
could to be honest and ethical.
And, of course, when in doubt, we
must cite, cite, cite.
Emily Tarr is a senior staff writer for
the Voice. She can be reached fon.com-me- nt

J

at ETarr Uwooster.edu.
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Apple vs. the media

SHOULD THE MOSQUE BE BUILT IN NEW YORK CITY?

of human skin with the phone would
no longer interfere with the device's
signal strength. Jobs had successfully
defended his company and the iPhone
media attention,
from
However, members of the media
phone had an . seemed unsatisfied with what Jobs
of- had to say and thought .the bumper
impressive
fering: durable case program was nothing more than
applied to an even bigger
a Band-Ai- d
casing,
glass
really happened was
What
i'
higher resolu- - problem.
georgenqjBtfd
failed
to accurately re- media
the
that
display,
tion
the
important details from
port all of
thinner design,
There was
conference.
faster performance and better recep- - Apple's press
showcas- Apple
of
never, any mention
tion.
facil- test
million
antenna
ing its $100
However, despite glowing reviews
the
and
examine
ity used to measure
and an intense advertising campaign
is
notofrom Apple, people reported that there phone's signal strength. Apple
was a major flaw with the phone's sig- - rious for being a very secretive compa- -

America, a place of tolerance
within their constitutional rights to
build a mosque and practice their
religion without fear of persecution
by the law or other American citizens. The United States was built
on the principle of freedom of religion, and that right has almost
become synonymous with being
American. While New York City
Muslims are simply exercising that
right, it is bigoted and
Americans who have attached the
negative stereotypes to all Muslims.
Protesters have lashed out against
the proposal of a mosque in vicious
and negative ways, spouting intolerant and xenophobic views. This
intolerant backlash is spurred by
fear and hatred and perpetuates raIn
cial and religious stereotypes.
the past nine years, many Americans have come to stereotype all
or heiridea of what
Muslims
as terrorists. This
Muslims
is simply not true.
The men who attacked the United
States and its citizens on September 11, i(01 were part of a radical
terrorist group, and yes, they were
Muslims. However, not all Muslims
are terrorists. Americans who conthis assumption and
tinue
blindly follow their own fears and
hatred of a group based on stereotypes are extremely dangerous and

As the ninth anniversary of the
September 1 attacks on the United States draws near, the world's
attention once again focuses on
Lower Man- hattan,
this
time just two
blocks
from
Ground Zero.
A great debate
surrounds the
margaretcftnnasll
plans to build
a mosque two
blocks from the site where the
World Trade Center once stood.
Although the construction of a
mosque in lower Manhattan is a
sensitive issue for many Americans,
especially the family members 'of
those who were killed in the 9
attacks, the Muslim leaders are well
within their rights to build a com
munity center in this location. The
center, which was modeled after the
Y.M.C.A. and Jewish Community
Center, will house a mosque, a
auditorium, a pool and a me
attacks.
morial to the September
Its mission would include an inter- faith dialogue and members of other religions will sit on its board.
Although the location of the
mosque strikes a nerve for many
Americans because of its vicinity
to Ground Zero, Muslims are well
1

1

5(K-se-

1

close-mind-

ed

.

1

at

1

to-mak-

Avid phone users, super-textitweens and computer geeks swarmed
Apple and AT&T stores this summer
to buy the cell phone phenomenon,
fourth
genera- iPhone.
The
tion
ng

pose great difficulties for the future
of the United States.
In a "New York Times" article,
chief executive
Sharif
of SoIIo Properties, the developer
of the project, said the center represented "an American dream which
so many others share." He continued, "We are Americans
Muslim
Americans. We are businessmen,
businesswomen, lawyers, doctors,
restaurant workers, cabdrivers, and
professionals of every walk of life,
represented by the demographic
and tapestry of Manhattan."
It is understandable that this
is an extremely sensitive issue
for Americans, and the building
of a mosque in New York City in
no way means to disrespect the
American citizens who lost their
lives in the 9
attacks or their
families. This mosque will not be a
symbol of Muslim dominance over
the Western world. It can only be
hoped that through education and
learning the presence of a mosque
will lead to a more educated and
tolerant world in which fear and
hatred have already led to such dev
astating consequences:
EI-Gam-

aL

1

.

1

Maggie Donnelly is an

for the

for comA

lwooxter.edu.

ail.

lists

mis-bump-

tion issue.

I

almost impossible to get by without
buying a parking pass or at
least having a
few

friends

to

very kindly lend
me their cars. I
remember tak- lisaDBBsQSnn
ing trips to
the North end
of Wooster freshman year, sharing
,

semi-expensi-

Wis

.

Usman Gul is a senior staff writer for
He can be reached for com-

ment at JGuIl3wooster.edu.

at the front desk of Lowry and get a
key to the bikes and you're set to have

During my time spent at Wooster
have often wondered if I could re-

ally survive without a car. It seemed

that can be drawn from previously
conducted studies. Oi.irjnental ability does not remain stagnant over
time. Constant practice sharpens
our skills so they can, almost become second nature.
Aij! interesting way to foster
through practice: by attempting to come up with creative
ideas. In fact, that is the idea behind
organizing business competitions at
educational institutions all around
the globe.
The conclusion that should be
drawn from this is not that we
should get rid of the BlackBerry or
the iPhone for fear of losing our creativity; instead, we should consciously schedule more time during the day
to allow our mind to reflect on aspects of daily life, wander freely and
maybe explore new territories using
our imagination and creativity.

the Voice.

GMyattllwooster.edu.

Parking passes obsolete

1

cre-ativi-

George Myatt is an A&E editor for the
Voice. He can be reachedfor comment at

of plastic covering the suspected
weak spot of the phone, the contact
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Jobs demonstrated that with a piece

The downside of new technology

e-m-

re-journa-
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-

s,

ed
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1

of-picture-

towards greater transparency
and revelation of the everyday opera- tions within the company.
Also, journalists neglected to menti-lowon the biggest revelation of all: in the

shift

first three weeks about 0.55 percent
of calls to Apple Support service, Ap-t- o
pleCare, were about the antenna or
ception oji the iPhone 4. This prompts
were not doing a very good
job at carefully reporting and monitor- - me to believe that the issue with the
ing the story. Rather, they were mak- - iPhone 4's antenna performance is
greatly exaggerated and sensational-videing a big stink over little Internet viral
and online reports that may not ized by the media. If very few people
. have been reliable sources. The scru- are calling Apple about the reception
'
on their phone, then thk.jusue must
tiny became worse when "Consumer
Reports" abruptly changed its recom- - really be nothing huge.
However, as it has been almost
mendation for the iPhone 4 to "not
recommended" because there was no three months since the iPhone 4
was released, that percentage has
permanent fix offered by Apple to address the supposedly spotty reception.
probably gone up or down a little
bit. Regardless, it frustrates me as
Then, in a surprise move, Apple issued invites to members of the mea journalist that other writers and
dia to a press conference on Apple's
reporters did not take the time to
about
iPhone
the
Friday,
on
properly investigate and report all
4
campus
July 6. When I watched the previ- - the important facts presented during
ously recorded broadcast online, it ap- - the press conference. While I recog
peared that the company handled the nize that I still have a lot to learn and
situation well. While Apple noted that gain in the world of news writing
it was surprised to discover that this
and editing, one thing is clear to me:
reception issue was occurring, Steve
get it right. That means check the
facts you might recieve from inter-pre- ss
Jobs, CEO of Apple Inc., reassured the
isthat this was a small and odd - views, press conferences, or events
sue that needed further investigation,
and be as objective as much as pos-H- e
sible when reporting a story. Jour-- 4
introduced to the press the iPhone
bumper case program, a program nalists should seek the truth behind
er
that gives users a free plastic silicone every story and event and not
to address the phone's recep- - lead readers.

editor-in-chi- ef

Voice. She can be reached

men! at MDonnellyl

1

4

ny, refusing to comment on any given
subject to hounding reporters. The
demonstration of this facility should
have clearly signaled to journalists a

of the story and started reporting it
the masses. It appeared to me that

1

being a part of this category. While
standing in line before lunch at Lowry, I read the "New York Times" on
my phone; while running, I mostly
listen to music instead of making
conversation with a fellow runhave enough applications on
ner.
my phone to keep me occupied for
hours, and so I always have something to do while waiting. Unfortunately, I am not alone in embracing
a lifestyle that heavily relies on cell
phones and modern technology.
In my opinion such heavy reliance on cell phones and technology results in a loss of creativity
and imagination. Being preoccupied
with music, texting or reading news
comes at a cost of not allowing your
mind to wander freely. Such behavior over a prolonged period of time
is likely to result in a loss of imaginative capacity and creative thinking skills. There has been a longstanding and inconclusive debate
about what fosters creativity. However, there are a few conclusions

ed

os

.

The age of the BlackBerry and
the iPhone has certainly made communication more convenient, and
perhaps more advantageous as well.
The BlackBerry Messenger
allows for the
quick and easy,
exchange
1-:.- S
text
messages and
usmanraifl
irroun conver
with
sations
friends' and family who are thousands of "miles away. Cell phones
provide a good substitute for computers to perform short tasks such
as reading news or checking
Thus, it should come as no surprise
that, after China and India, the U.S.
is the largest market for cell phones
in the entire world. But is that really advantageous?
There are many of us who do
not like to stay idle at any time of
the day and require some form of
stimulation all the time. I confess to

to

leading

As Apple rumor Web sites Macru- mors.com and Appleinisider.com fol- these observations and com- plaints closely, the media caught wind

ers

1

reception rapidly,

dropped calls. -

e

1

nal strength. YouTube videos popped
Up in the thousands, with users plac- ing an iPhone 4 in their left hand to
demonstrate how the phone would
lose

1

dainentalist Christians' in the U.S. today. They have every right to
have murdered doctors who perpractice their religion in Anterica,
form abortions and draw followers as the First Amendment remains
like Fred Phelps,
the most important defense of libto
who threatens the lives of minorierty in the country. And despite
ties perennially with advocacy of Americans and their rampant Is
hate and injustice.
lamophobia (according to Time,
inlie
it
a
cathedral,
Whether
officials,
mosque "4fi of Americans believe Islam
is more likely than other faiths to
cluding former or pagan assembly of large stones
for a henge, I do not think any reNew York City
encourage violence against non
ligious structure is. proper near the believers") I find it hard to believe
Rudy
mayor
attacks. 9
and
was an this project will not reach fruition
site of the 9
Giuliani
johnns?gcsjyaan
I also believe Americans need to
former House example of many things, one of the
reassess their impact on nationa,
Speaker Newt most prominent being a testament
to the violent side of religion. And and international affairs in regard?
Gingrich), or that it will become
despite Islam's
to their support
an icon to radical Islamists around
I
of religion
the world. The center has and will several calls to
violence within Whether it be a cathe-the- ir cannot compre
always be linked .to the devastat
holy texts, (jra) mosque or pagan hend how eel
ing events of 91 1, no matter the
,
the gods of
,
stated program of the institution.
ebrating a god
i i
ofP large stones is necessary in
other religions assembly
However, I believe an argument
similar for a henge, I do not think memonam
share
to
can be made that the inclusion of
indud- which
an
event
any religious glorification near traits,'
anv religious structure is
.,
ing permission
said god allowed
Ground Zero unnecessarily de
the Slte P to happen in the
fends spirituality despite the many
to
persecute Pr0Pei" neal"
first place. Re
nonbelievers, the 9 11 attacks.
global atrocities due to overtly re
death
motives.
penalties
ligion
alway
ligious
for ludicrously
In the past decades, countless
is
portrayed
tame actions, and the continuous
as a unifier, but its divisive power
instances of religious fundamenliveliis much more potent. September
denouncement of any opposition
talism have destroyed the
simwith force. Instead of worshipping
hoods of fellow human beings
should not be celebrated With
ply for not believing in the right
any god(s) on this hallowed ground,
praise to a god for a better, holier
Americans should reflect on how future; September
god. Americans hear repeatedly
should
about the radical Islamic attacks their own religious lives can very observed as a day where religious
realistically be a detriment to the fanaticism and intolerance resulted
on Western cities, including the
world around them. The dangers of in a decade of war and terror which
bombings in Madrid in l2004 and
overzealous extremists are all too we can never regain.
London in 2005. Israeli fundamenreal, and no violence can be justified
talists have invaded the lives of
in modern civilization through reliPalestinians w ith violence and perJohn McGovern is a senior staff
secution: in the years of 200H and
gious devotion.
Of course there are millions of writer for the Voice, lie can be
s009 over 1,400 Palestinians were
honorable Christians,
killed (compared to 44 Israelis) and
Muslims, reached for comment at JMcGovmillions now live as refugees. Fun- - Jews and others living in the world ernl'Jwooster.edu.
hate-mong-

over-hyp-

'

Mosque inappropriate for NYC
I cannot accept the position that
Parks l's proximity to the former
World Trade Center stands as a
disgrace to. the families of 9 11
victims, as an "insensitive" move
(according to
top Republican

Voice
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cab fares with friends,

desperate to get in a couple hours
of shopping during the weekends,
This year, however, things seem to be
looking up for those students who do
not have the luxury of having their
own cars. With the bike rental program run through the Community
Bike Club and the car rental program
from Hertz, it is almost unnecessary
to bring your car to campus. I believe,
that these opportunities will not only
save Wooster students', money, but
may also make me rethink buying my
expensive parking pass.
I remember thinking every year
that, while I could bring a car to
Wooster, the price of a parking permit seemed a little too steep for my
budget. Buying a $175 year-roupass or a $100 semester pass may not
nd

be feasible for many, and I know I am
very wary about spending money on
gas and the occasional repair my car
may need.

The bike rental program at Wooster
students who are
looking for a fun day exploring the
Wooster community. This program
allows students to spend time outside
and get off campus, without spending money on gas or anything at all
for that matter. This completely free
program is extremely easy; all you
have to do is swipe your COW card
is a perfect fit for

thrilling adventure. Just remember
to turn it in the same day and keep it
locked if you stop somewhere. This is
extremely useful for students wisha few quality hours away
ing

a
.

iu-spen-

d

from campus.
I know I worried about how

I

would

be able to go to Walmart or if I would
ever be able to see Twilight on opening day if I didn't have a car. With the

lertz car rental program now in place,
this seems to dissolve all of these
I

problems. If you just want to get out
of Wooster once in a while but don't
"have the money to buy a parking pass,
why not explore Hertz car rentals?
Rates start at $8 an hour after a $25
application fee, which includes gas. If
you are going to be splitting this with
friends this is definitely worth looking into. Spending a few days every
semester off campus doesn't exactly
merit the need of a car, and you also
won't have to bother friends to borrow theirs. Why not just rent a car
for when you need it, rather than pay
to keep your car on campus for an en'
tire semester?
:

:

Having spent three years at Wooster
without a car, and without knowing
there were other options out there, I
decided to buy that
parking pass this semester and keep
my car here for the year. While I use
my car about three 'times a week,
oh-so-expen-

sive

,

mostly just to drive to and from work I
think I may have made a mistake in this
purchase. If you're only going to be
using your car a couple of times, why
not chip in with your friends and rent i
car or a just rent a bike from Lowry for
free? Saving money and helping our
environment never felt better!
Lisa Hazelton is a senior staff writer
the Voice. She can be reached for

for

comment

at Lllazletonl lwooster.edu.
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New features to Scot Spirit Day
Lee McKinstry
Features Editor

is ideal because it will give student
groups more space between tables
to talk to prospective organization
Its that time of year again. The members.
"People will have more room to
annual Scot. Spirit Day is upon us,
and will be held this Friday, Sept. 4, spread out, and really tell the students how they can get involved,"
from 4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. It will feature tables from over 120 student said Messenger. "I don't think
organizations. Though returning people got to necessarily see everystudents can still anticipate finding thing in the old location. There
information from a wealth of clubs, will be a better flow."
In addition to the logistical benperforming groups, and Greek orefits,
Messenger cites the historical
well
ganizations, as
as food and muand
sentimental
importance of the
sic, there are some notable changes
Oak
the
Grove
to
College as a reato this year's festivities.
'
for
the
move.
son
Instead of being held on the side"You get your class picture taken
walk between Lowry and the PEC,
there,
you graduate there, people
the event will be held in the Oak
Grove near Kauke Hall. The move come back to get married... if we're
was caused by the construction of going to be doing something as spethe new Scot Center by the PEC, cial as Scot Spirit Day, we should dp
it in a place with a lot of campus
but Scot Spirit Day facilitator Rachel Messenger says that this move significance," said Messenger.
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The change of location will
also enable more campus groups
to perform during the festivities.
A number of a cappella groups
will perform, as well as a group
of representatives from the Theater and Dance Department. The
Scot Marching Band and Highland
Dancers will play as in past years,
but will now march from Beall Ave.
to University Ave., before crossing
through the Kauke Arch to the memorial walkway.
The time length of Scot Spirit
Day has also been expanded, in order to accommodate the practices
and rehearsals of athletes and student performers. The event will
coincide with many students' din-n- er
hour, and Scot Dogs will provide refreshments during the night.
Picnic tables will also be available.
Woo 91 will provide music for the
occasion.
Students can expect representatives from political groups such as
the Wooster Democrats, Wooster
Republicans, and Wooster Social
Democrats. Campus publications
such as The Wooster Voice and the
Goliard will also have tables. The
Wooster Activities Crew, Woo 91,
and. Quiz Bowl will be in attendance, as well as tables featuring
theater ensembles, music groups,
Greek organizations,' and intramu
ral sports.
In the event of rain, Scot Spirit
Day will postpone the fair until the
evening Sunday, Sept. 5 from 4:30
p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Oak Grove.
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Wooster welcomes Ahmet Atay
Elle Bloom
Features Editor
began

professors

new

Many

to make movies rather than

their, first semester this week at
the College. Some are visiting
and some, such as Professor Ahmet Atay with the Communications department, are here to stay.
Originally from Cyprus, a small
island in the Mediterranean, Atay
studied in Turkey at the prestigious Marmara University which
is home to over 50,000 students.
He received his B.A. in Radio,
TV, and Film in 1998. He then
received his first Masters
and Communication, Arts, and Culture at Ohio
University, and then his second
Masters in Communication from
the University of Northern Iowa.
Finally, Atay studied at Southern
Illinois University and received
his Ph.D. in Speech Communication and Media Studies.
Atay has stayed in the midwest-er- n
region of the country since
coming to the United States and
admits that while he favors the
"midwestern kindness," he misses
not being near the Mediterranean Sea.
Originally, Atay was interested
in biology rather than communications. He also had the desire
in'Tele-communicatio- ns

here

is

that

in

Turkey the student

is expected to know all the infor

non-tox-

VJuuIdyjpmI

household

ic

mation prior to class. The class
es there were only lectures and
While he
rarely discussion-basetaught lectures before at the Uni
versity of Louisville, Atay says
he looks forward to being able
to engage his students in a more
discussion-base- d
class where their
is
input voiced and valued.
Atay will be- - teaching Radio
Workshops, Public Speaking, and
Radio TV and Film in America
Students should be expected to be
pushed out of their comfort zones
in these classes, but Atay believes
this to be a positive aspect as it i
the way he gained the confidence
he has today. He also suggests
that to be successful in his classes
it is imperative to come prepared.
In addition to these classes he
will also get first-han- d
experience
in advising a few students during
their Junior and Senior Indepen
dent Study projects. Though new
to the I.S. experience, Atay is in
favor'of the process and thinks i
helps students engage in a topic
that interests them to make them
experts in their respective major.
d.

. For any further questions concern
ing Professor Atay's classes please
contact him at AAtaywooster.edu
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cleaners is an easy and
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means

that
percent of

100
each

groups

dues

Greek. Greeks have officers in science clubs, service organizations,
and musical groups. Greeks are
also involved in several athletic
teams, from football to swimming
to volleyball.
Similarly, students do not have
to choose between academics and
Greek Life. Six out of the ten
Greek groups have an average
GPA higher than that of the cam-pat large. A large percentage
are on the Deans List, and over
ten have a GPA of 3.90 and above.

stay on campus
and can be used

rogerlMbuB

at
completely
their discretion.
Although annual dues vary by group,
the total is generally much lower than
that of national organizations.
Also, at the time of rushing,
most students already have a
strong network of friends. Few
Greeks spend time exclusively
with their group (or even other
Greeks within the community.)
Rather, membership in a fraternity or sorority gives students
exposure to a broader variety of
friends compared to groups united
by a single common interest.

us

Myth 6: Greek groups are very
independent, and often dislike
one another.
The Reality: The IGC exists
to promote unity between groups,
and several events are thrown
throughout the year to encourage groups to interact with one
another. Rarely will you attend a

Myth 2: Without national
oversight, Greek groups have no
rules and standards.
k
The Reality: The
Council has a set of internal standards, which are enforced by the
Greek Internal Review Board.
These standards mandate that
each Greek perform 10 hours, of
community service per semester
and ensure that members of the

campus event hosted by only one
fraternity or sorority, and even
if it is hosted by only one, don't
be surprised to see members from
other groups.
Myth 7: It is frowned upon to

Inter-Gree-

attend rushes for more than one
group.
The Reality: You are encouraged to attend multiple groups'
rushes, as we recognize that certain people fit best into certain
groups. Attending multiple rushes

Greek community remain in good
academic and disciplinary standing. Awards are given out annually
to the groups and individuals that will give you more information
about life as a member, and will al- excel most in these categories.
Myth 3: There's no point in How you to make a more educated
joining a Greek group if I don't decision about joining a fraternity
or sorority.
drink.
Myth 8: If you are a first-ye- ar
The Reality: Ask almost any
Greek and they can probably
and a Greek is talking to you,
list several of their friends who they're only trying to recruit
choose not to drink. Although stuyou.
The Reality: We understand
dents often interact with Greek
environthat Greek life is not for everyone
groups in a party-typ- e
ment, that is only the tip of the and we have plenty of friends that
iceberg of the activities in which choose not to be involved. Sure,
if you are a fun person, a group
members of the Greek community participate. Most groups host would be more than happy for you
to rush, but just because we want
leadership retreats, attend semianto get to know you doesn't mean
nual or annual formals, and travel
to
sporting events, we expect you to join. Many are
such as Indians baseball games in just outgoing people who want to
be involved in the campus commuCleveland.
innity. For example, over half of the
Myth 4: If I am not in, or
terested in joining, a Greek orientation committee are memgroup, I am not welcome to the bers of fraternities or sororities,
and six of the ten Greek groups
events they sponsor.
The Reality: Only 13 percent have members who are also RAs
of campus is Greek, and because on campus.
Greeks have friends in many other
Quick Facts:
Number of Groups: 10 (six Soorganizations, Greek events .are
rorities, four Fraternities)
rarely selective. The Inter-Gree- k
Percent of Campus that is
Council throws several
events every year, such as BBQs, Greek: Approximately 13 percent
bowling, UG
Group Size: eight to 45
Lip Sync,
Service Projects: Sunrise Asdance parties and bonfires. Similarly, each group is required to sisted
Living, Wayne County
Humane
Society,. Every Woman's
event
throw one
per
college-sanctionWooster
Cemetery, Learn
House,
in
a
form
the
of
semester
Salvation
and
Army, Ida Sue
Play,
party or bonfire. These
events are always open to all of Swimming Program, Soup and
Bread, and many others.
campus.
off-camp-

us

.

all-camp-

all-camp-

us

us

all-cam-

pus

ed

Myth 5: The time commitment
associated with joining a Greek
group will prevent me from pursuing other things.

Roger is
of the Inter-GreCouncil and a member of Xi
Chi Psi.

Sanitize
Sponges:

Fabric
Softener:

co-presi-

ek

dent

Wooster

Going Green
Creating your own

ana-

lyze them. Since his childhood,
Atay has been interested in media in one way or another. He has
watched many of the older TV
shows and movies, and though not
from America, he has extensive
knowledge concerning American
film, history of pop culture, and
media over a wide range of years.
Atay believes that communications has helped him in his everyday life even while outside the
classroom. He admits that at one
time he was shy and disliked public speaking. However, now standing in front of 100 students he has
confidence which he attributes to
his extensive study of communications.
When watching TV or listening
to the radio he is able to read into
the politics or to critically watch
an advertisement or show in order
to understand why the producer
is portraying a scene or character
in a certain way in order to get
a point across to their audience,
rather than only seeng the surface
of what is in front of him.
A major difference Atay notices
between his experience at Marmara University and the universities

The Reality: Greeks are some
of the most involved people on
campus. The Voice's editors in chief
are Greek as are many of the section and copy editors. Multiple
members of Campus Council are

Greek groups give stu

groups at Wooster have no national
affiliation, they do not pay a fee to a
central national office. This

For more information regarding ac
at Wooster please visit http:

69

1:

dents a chance to "buy" friends.
The Reality: Because Greek

wooster.eduStudent-LifeStuden- t40150

2.19
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affordable way to go

green. Recipes are easy

Fill a sproy bottle with:

to follow and provide

3 tbs Ammonia

great cleaning products
that are both kid and pet

1

All

friendly.

cf tho ingrc- be found

in

your kitchen cupboard,
Ciii lio
trip to th: grocery store,
J tho
saving tcthc

which
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tbs Vinegar.

Cool Water

Run water until hot Turn
off and pour 1 cup of baking

Place sponge in microwave
.for 30 seconds. Make sure

soda into drain. Then pour in
a 12 cup of vinegar and let

there are no metal fragments
on the sponge. The toxins

bubble then sit for 10 min-

bubble out of the sponge
and then is ready to use.

utes. Next, pour in 14 cup of
vinegar again. It will bubble

will

When using liquid detergent, add 14 cup baking
soda during the vjash
cycle. When using

detergent, add 14 cup
baking soda during the
rinse cycle.

once more. Finally, thoroughly rinse with hot water.
--

power

Compiled by Madelyn Halstead
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Arts&Entert ainment

New dance professor to inspire students
Emily Timmerman
A&E Editor
AlyssaAVilmot is a visiting associate professor of theatre and dance
this year, filling in for Kim Tritt,
who is on sabbatical for the 2010-- 1
academic year. While new to teaching at Wooster, Wilmot is familiar
with the school and the campus,
having graduated from the college
in '2000 with a major in Philosophy
and a double minor in Political Science and TheatreDance.
After graduating from Wooster,
she went on to Mills College in
Oakland, California and received
her MKA in Dance Choreography
and Performance.
In a recent interview for the Theatre and Dance Department alumni
newsletter Wilmot defined herself
a concep
primarily as "an artist

tual choreographer and an action
artist" and regarded dance as "a natural extension of her being." Her
dance is an intricate combination
formalist,
of
Fluxus, Dada and anarchism. She
claims her dances are "moving geometric sculptures" and, as themati-call- y
her style
is ultishe
be,
she insists that
may
and
dedicated
mately "interested in
to causing thoughtful trouble and
to being a conscious rebel artist."
This year at Wooster, Wilmot will
be both directing and producing the
fall and spring dance concerts. The
fall show will feature student choreography and dancing by The College of Wooster Dance Company
on Nov. 19 and 20.
The spring show will similarly
showcase student choreography, as
well as include the work of a well- post-postmoderni- sm,

1

all-encompa-

ssing

"

,

known guest artist. Wilmot herself
also plans to showcase her own work
in both shows. Furthermore, The
College of Wooster Dance Company will be attending the American
College Dance Festival Association,
which will be held at The University of Akron this spring. Wilmot
will he taking
dance pieces
and students
to the festival
to represent
The College
,
of Wooster.
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Alyssa Wilmot posing for one of
her pieces (Photo by Jen Cohen).

dancer, Wilmot has unconventional
views of movement (Photo by officerfishdumplings).

Chinese & Japanese
George Myatt
A&E Editor
Patrons of art galleries and exhibitions are always humbled by the
quiet atmosphere of viewing and
critiquing paintings and images.
But an exhibition on the calligraphy
of east Asian cultures challenges
that accepted silence of art viewing, making gallery-goeconsider
the artistic value of the recorded
word or symbol.
The College of Wooster Art Museum at the Ebert Art Center has
recently opened a semester-lon- g
exhibition in the Sussel and Burton
D. Morgan Galleries titled "Chinese and Japanese Calligraphy and
Painting." Though the exhibition is
paired with a simple title, members
of campus will find profound meaning behind the works presented.
After two years of development,
(iO pieces from the private collection of College of Wooster Board
of Trustee member H. Christopher
Luce is now open to the general
public, according to Kitty Zurko,
the curator and director of The College of Wooster Art Museum. Luce
has been collecting Asian art since
1970s. Zurko notes that Luce wanted to share his collection with the
campus so that students, faculty and
staff could enjoy and experience the
intrinsic wonder and beauty of east
Asian art. The gallery was funded
by the support of The Henry Luce
Foundation, Inc. (New York) and an
anyomuous donor.
rs

ir

Festivais.
10-Min-

year.

with

Great Lakes
Theater Festival
Presents "Othello"

The

Other Daughters"

is underway,

LOCAL

ute

Plays,
while
typically held during second semester, have been moved to the fall this

.

.

The group is currently looking

The play serves as a contemporary feminist retelling of five Greek
dramas: "Iphigenia at Tauris" and
"Iphigenia at Aulis" by Euripides,
and the three versions of the "Elec-tra- "
plays by Aeschylus, Euripides,'

post-postmode- rn

'

ts,'

ning for a
busy 'and exciting year as well. The
fall theatre production "Iphigenia and
auditions already held.

A

n

and
Plav

10-Min- ute

94-Hm-

for directors for the plays, and the

applications are due this coming
Tuesday, Sept. 7.
The actual performance dates for
the plays will be Oct. 1 and 2 at 8:15
p.m. in a venue to be determined.

Art Exhibit is impressive
ters with fluid and bold movement
to define his style of calligraphy.

to remind people how the various
styles of Chinese and Japanese calIn "Section II: Writing as Paintligraphy can seamlessly integrate
itself in a painting. "Six Crabs" by
ing," there was a noticeably harmonious relationship between the Chinese artist Qi Baishi is a perfect
Chinese or Japanese words with example of a painting successfully
images of nature. It appeared as if balanced with calligraphy. Painted
these calligraphic characters gave in 1945, the depiction and lines of
a final touch to images of nature
the crabs mimicked the delicacy and
in a painting. Chinese artist Shao simpleness of the poem he wrote on
Van's piece "Sea" depicts waves of
the right side of the painting.
chaos, I was impressed with his use
The last two sections in the Burton D. Morgan Gallery primarily
carried paintings but still featured
the importance of calligraphy in
east Asian art. "Section IV: Aesthetic Concepts in Painting" was
expansive and thought provoking.
It appeared as if the artists were
4
t i
i...
characters
calligraphic
S
creating
i
'
.
,
i
in their work and expanding them
to draw from scenes of nature. In
"Section V: Religious Inspiration"
I
Japanese artist Nakahara Nanten-to'- s
Enso is a beautiful display of
r
an ancient Zen Buddhism symbol
of absolute and enlightenment with
Inside the "Chinese and Japanese Calligraphy and Japanese characters.
Painting" Exhibition (Photo by Linda Kuster '11).
This was a very calming and relaxed visit to the College of Wooster
ten The characters were delicately of ink to create the illustrious and Art Museum for me. When you look
drawn, commanding me to carefully destructive movement of the water. at the Chinese and Japanese calligrastudy every detail of a line. Of the Though the painting was composed phy and pair it with some outstanddifferent styles of characters prein 2005, 1 sense that the dark nature
ing paintings, you feel connected
sented in this section, I was most of his work might refer to a conflict with the work. There will be more
fascinated with orthodox script within nature or culture.
events to highlight the signficiance
Once I moved into "Section III:
style. The Chinese characters were
of this exhibition including a facvery rounded and did not follow the Artistic Techniques and Materials,"
ulty roundtable on Oct. 14, a Gallery'
extremely structured and straight I felt that all of the elements of the Walk on Nov. 10 and a concert in the
lines that form standard characters.
first two sections solidified togethSussel Gallery on Dec. . The exhibiClearly the artist wrote his charac- - er. In a way, it was a nice gesture
tion runs until Dec. 5.

The exhibition is divided into
five different sections, spanning
four centuries of paintings and
calligraphic works from Chinese
and Japanese artists. I began my
journey in the Sussel Gallery with
"Section I: Writing as the Basis of
Graphic Art." As I examined the
scrolls of Chinese calligraphy, I instantly realized there was a lot of
basic artistic integrity from shapes
and strokes of ink to form a charac

!

l"
......

,

Aug. 25 to Oct. 15,2010. This exhibit highlights a selection of songs
in the College Archives Collection
for and by the campus community. The exhibit is available for
viewing Monday through Friday,
8a.m. - 5p.m. For more information
about the exhibit, contact Denise
Monbarren at ext. 2527 or Elaine
Smith Snyder at ext. 2 155.
wj-itte-

wjll
produce
"Much
Ado
About Nothing"
in October, and
Effie's
Players
will
produce
their
annual

on campus that
will "happen in

The-

The College of Wooster Libraries,

play

"Past Meeting."
The College of
Wooster's Stu- dent
Theatre
Group,

mance artists
to the College
anil plans to
implement and

The
atre

The exhibit "For Love of Wooster:
A Celebration of Song" is currently
on display in Special Collections,

ter include a
staged reading
of Dr. Shirley

hopes to bring
in several master guest dance
and

Special Collections
exhibition

opportunities this semes-

also

Wilmot
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Written by William Shakespeare
and directed by Risa Brainin, the
show will run from Sept. 24 to Oct.
31,2010. It will be held in Hanna
Theatre in Playhouse Square in
Cleveland.
Tickets range from
$15.00 to $70.00 and can be purchased online at www.playhous-'esquare.or- g.

Youngstown State

University music
concert
Steven Stusek, an internationally
recognized saxophonist, will play
on Thursday, Sept. 9 at 8 p.m. in the
Bliss Recital Hall. Stusek is both
an artist and professor of music at
o,
the University of North
nt
as well as the
of the North American
Saxophone Alliance. Admission is
Carolina-Greensbor-

past-preside-

free.

Blue Man Group at
Playhouse Square
The Blue Man Group will be at
Palace Theater from Oct. 5 to 17.
This show is the group's first ever
U.S. national tour. While performed
entirely with no spoken language,
the show's combination of comedy,
music, and technology create a truly unique show. Tickets range from
$ 20 to $520, based on performance
night and seat locations.
1

NATIONAL

New Maroon 5
album coming soon

:

t

r
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We're back!' As students settle into the
fall, the radiance of summer clothes is still
making an

.

appearence on campus. The

v

most popular style this summer for women were

Maroon 5's third studio album is
set to be released on Sept. 2 Working with a new producer, Robert
John "Mutt" Lange, the group again
delivers an energetic and danceable
pop album. The theme of the music is relationships, from trying to
win someone back to being strong
enough to let go and move on.
Faithful fans won't be disappointed
and should look forward to another
album of the group's recognizable
'
,
pop style.
;
;
1 .

1

Wooster Street Style
1

emily timmerman

:;;

and Sophocles. The traditional stories are reconfigured to focus from
the point of view of the women of
the fallen House of Atreus.
The play is written by Ellen
McLaughlin and directed by Season
Ellison, and the production dates
are Oct. 28 to 30..
Other theatri-

create a perforseries
mance

ii- -i

section editors:
george myatt

.

dresses.

No matter the color, style, or pattern of
the dress, this

easy fashion forward

state-

ment can always make you look good.

Adriana Maxton '13 pulls off the vibrant red flawlessly (Photo by Linda
Kuster '11).

'13 rocks
Abena
a uniquely brown horizontally striped
dress (Photo by Linda Kuster '11). '
Boamah-Acheampo-
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Men, women's soccer optimistic for a new season
Ana Baggiano
Sports Editor
While many Wooster students
were at home saying goodbye to
friends and family in preparation for
their return to campus, the men and
women's soccer teams were in preseason practices. Both teams hit the
field for an intense week of training
that was full of sweat and high as'
pirations.
Despite last year's discouraging
overall record of
the men's
soccer team has an optimistic outlook for 2010. Midfielder Brian Holmes '1 believes this year's season is
already looking up, thanks to "some
who have come
talented first-yea- rs
in and .already proven that they can
contribute."
With the loss of six starting graduates, new players could be key to
getting the Scots back on the winning track. However, heads will
also be turning to valued returners,
such as goalkeeper Taylor Takacs
'12. Takacs has led the North Coast
Athletic Conference in saves for the
past two seasons and maintained an
impressive save percentage of .776
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The women's soccer team warms up before their first game against Case Western Reserve. After going into overtime,
the Scots prevailed 1 , locking in their first victory of the season (Photo by Linda Kuster).
2--

in 2009.
Albeit a young women's squad last
year, "we have a strong returning
team this year," Elizabeth Mott '11,
forward and captain reports.

Though they started strong, the
team seemed to unravel before season's end. Disappointed with their
last few games in 2009 conference
play, head coach David "Geordie"

stepping up. After scoring four
goals and an assist last fall, Peters
has proven herself .to be an asset to
the team's offensive game in addition
to leading the defense.
The women's team played their
first game Wednesday at 5pm at
Carl Dale Memorial Field. At press
time, mott said the team hoped to be

Teamed with attacker Paige Piper
'13, who scored five goals in addition to two assists last year as a
first-yea- r,
the two are sure to be a
dynamic duo on the front line.
Mott and Piper's support at
will be a little different this
deyear, as third-teafender Kelsey Peters '12 will be

Brown hopes the team will "be a year
older, smarter and better." Brown
also believes the team has "enough
talent to compete in the top half of
the conference."
A total of 22 goals scored throughout her career makes Mott the team's
leading goal scorer, as well as an important starter in this year's line-u- p.

mid-fie-

all-regi-

m

ld

on

"looking to come out strong on
Wednesday to start what will hopefully be an awesome season."
Holmes also shares a positive
mindset, "look out for some good
things to come from us this.year."
The men's team will be kicking
off their season at Otterbein today
at 5:00.

Volleyball hopes to
Field hockey to build on
repeat lastyear's success foundation of returning players
Margaret Donnelly
Editor in Chief
The Fighting Scots are in search
of their third consecutive season
with more than 20 victories and a
finish in the North Coast
Athletic Conference under head
coach Sarah Davis as they begin
their 2010 season.
Last year, the Scots finished strong
in the NCAC with a record of 2
reaching this position largely with
the help of NCAC Player of the Year
KateLynn Riley '10, who graduated
from Wooster ranked second in program history kills ( ,5 1 9). Davis expects several underclassmen to make
their mark offensively this season,
selecincluding two-tim- e
tion Lizzi Beal '12.
Though just beginning her third
season on the roster, Beal has played
in more sets (222) than all'other returning players, amassing 2,056 assists in her first two seasons. She has
shown her ability to set up scoring
opportunities for her teammates and
has been an asset on the court.
Davis hopes that Beal's successes
will continue on the court and she
will"provide team leadership as well.
"Lizzi is a dynamic setter," said Davis. "She has run our offense for two
years now and players are going to
look to her for leadership."
Also returning to the squad are
Sarah Hawke '12 and Margaret
Raabe '12, both were valuable in every game last season. Hawke was
iecHnd on the team in hitting percentage (.215) and blocks (58) in
2009, and will see playing time at
top-thr- ee

1--

10,

1

all-NC-

Tctr.l

AC

both the right side and middle hitter
positions. Raabe "12 led the NCAC
in service aces in the 2009 season,
and Meredith Kiefer '12, who returns to the court after experiencing
an injury last season, join Beal and
Hawke in leading the underclassmen
on the team.
Rounding off the upperclassmen is
athKelley Johnson '13, a dual-spo- rt
lete also on the Softball roster. Last
year Johnson ranked second in the
NCAC in digs per game (5.71) and
started as a first-yea- r.
"Kelley had a phenomenal freshman season," Davis said. "She reads
the game so well, and she is such a
competitor. Her transition to the
college game was seamless, and she
lias quickly become a key player on
this team."
Three sophomore hitters, Melissa
Morgan '13, Erin Webster '13 and
Devin Grandi '13 return to the squad
and add depth to the team's roster.
Morgan ranked second on the team
in kills (215) and digs (324) and will
look to contribute to the team's successes this year.
They are joined by five first-yea- rs
whose talent and athleticism will
Kelp accomplish Davis's goals for
the season.'The incoming class is
extremely athletic, and each player
comes from strong high school and
club teanY backgrounds," Davis
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'This year's team wants to succeed-antheir desire by
have shown
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working hard during the spring and
summer. They have some big goals
and expect to reach those goals come
October and November" as the team
reaches the NCAC tournament.

Maddie Hart steals the ball away from Anna Divis during practice in preparation for the
Scots upcoming season. (Photo by Linda Kuster)
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The Wooster field hockey team returned to campus this year looking
to build on the stellar successes from
last year's season. Last season the
Fighting Scots managed to dominate
the competition, claiming a spot as
the North Coast Athletic Conference
champions and recording two wins
in the NCAC championship tournament in addition to a victory at nationals.

The team will be led by three-tim- e
Amanda Artman '10
who is the current leading scorer in
all of Div. Ill field hockey. In addition
to the return of Artman, the Scots
will also have a powerhouse forward
Eileen Bar-r- er
line including
'1 1, Maddie Hart '12, Laura German '13, and Amanda Graeser '13.

Ail-Ameri-

can

co-capt-

ain

Lauren Grimanis '12 in the backfield.
This combination should provide the
Scots with one of the most dominant
defenses in the NCAC. Topping off
the Scots defense is Madalyn Myers
'12 who is a two time
player with a .788 save percentage.
The Scots first game of (tie season
against Ohio Wesleyan University
resulted in defeat, with a final score
of
Though the Scots dominated in number of corners as well as
shots on goal, they were unable to
get enough balls into the cage.
Scots fans should be looking forward to watching an impressive vet- -,
eran team on the field this year de- -.
spite the loss against OWU. Keep an
and Kate Valora '11 have returned eye on these women as they look to
continue their streak of four NCAC
for their fourth year. Standera has bechampionships. Wooster is returncome a key offensive weapon with 19
players who
career assists and Valora is one the ing seven
will hope to lead the Scots back to
Scots leading defensive powers. Nina
Dine '1 1 will lead Dana Feit '13 and nationals.

Barrer will be seeking to build on
three outstanding seasons, each of
which has ended with 13 goals. In
addition, she has obtained a total o
14 assists giving her an impressive
total of 92 career points.
Hart is coming off an impressive
finale to last season with two goals
in the NCAA tournament. Despite
their excellent record these women
have enormous shoes to fill after the
loss of graduate Brittany Montgoma major offensive force
ery '10- scoring 1 goals and five assists for
the Fighting Scots last season.
In addition to the returning stars
on the forward line, midfielders and
Stephanie Standera ' 1 1

all-confere-

1- -2.
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co-capta- ins

all-confere-
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Major progress made on Scot Center over summer
The Wooster track and field team
will have acess to a 200-met-er
indoor track in addition to new
long jump, pole valut and triple
jump facilities.
In addtion to these new track
and field facilities, the baseball
team will recieve new batting
cages, and locker rooms.
The coaches and faculty of
Wooster athletics and physical
education will receive new offices and departmental rooms for
meetings and interviews.
;

Although the opening of the
new Scot Center has limited student acess to the current exercise facilities, noticable progress
was made over the summer. Any--ostanding on the Lowry patio
can now see the base structure for
this new athletic facility which
will eventually provide students
with acess to state of the art
equipment. What was once the
empty remnants of the physical
ne

:
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close up of the model available for viewing in the Lowry lobby depicting the new Scot Center. The project should be
,
iz. noto py Arid payyianu;
complete Dy January ot

A

Student Center the sounds of
contraction fill the background.
The new Scott .Center is scheduled for completion in January
of 201 2 and. over the summer
major. progress was made toward"
the completion of this new addi

Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
As College of Wooster students rush in an out of Lowry

ness center with new elliptical
and rowing machines.
In addition to these new
intended for use by all
students, the facility will also include new equpment for the College of Wooster's athletic teams.

tion to the College of AVooster
campus.
The. '2:5,000 snare foot athletic"
center will cost aproximately $30
million and includes four brand
"new multipurpose intramural
courts and a state of the art fit- -

ad-mini-

1

ties

education center parking lot is
now the beginnings of the future
of Wooster Athletics.
This facility will give The College of Wooster a more
stance with perspective
students. Other schools such as
Denison University and Kenyon
College have opened state of the
art athletic facilities within the
last ten years making the new
Scot Center a major step up for
the College of Wooster campus.
com-petatie- ve

Fighting Scots football to recharge this fall
Ben Christ
Voice Staff

The Fighting Scots football
team plans to rebuild after a disappointing season last year. The
Scots were expected to contend in
the North Coast Atlantic Conference, and the started started off
their season well, going 371 with
strong wins against Ohio
leyan University, Karlham College and Denison University, but
only won two of their remaining
six games including a 42-- 6 beating at the hands of arch-riv- al
Wittenberg to finish 5.
Not only that, but the Scots
graduated is seniors last year, a
i;roup that included several
players. The future seems
bleak tor the Scots, but all is not
lost. They return 'with several
skilled offensive players and have
an experienced defense that is
hungry to prove, that they are
better than 5
The biggest problem is replacing longtime quarterback Austin
Hotter '10, who led the Scots in
total offense with 7,459 total
yards. Those are not easy shoes
to till, but a group of six quarterbacks including three first-yecompeted for the chance at train- iiiu4 camp.
.The most experienced candidate is returning, junior T.J Atkinson '12, who started eight varsity games as wide receiver and
played starting quarterback for
the junior varsity team.
The other two candidates with
experience are sophomores Ian
and Zach Wed rick '13--.
Haley
But, it is not unheard of for the
Scots to start a freshman under
center, so there is a good chance
that freshman quarterbacks Rich-ar- d
Barnes '11, Brett Frongillo
'1 1, and Jarid Metiers will all get
a shot in what should be an in- -triguing battle to lead the offense,
A much clearer picture is at
running back, with the Scots returning second team
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Quarterback Austin Holter '10 looks for the open player
Voice Archives)

in

a game against Wittenberg last year. (Photo from Wooster

-

back Robert Flagg'12.
Flagg,
who totaled S(!7 yards f570 rushing, 207 receiving),' looks to have
another standout year. He will
be complimented by senior Kyle
who added 297
Murdock'll
yards last season.
With these two, the Scots will
have a versatile running game
that should give opposing teams
fits next year.
Another strong position is the
receiving corp which has senior
wide receiver Mike Redick T
and slot receiver Jordan Mclntyre'
1

'13. Mclntyre is looking to carry
over an impressive year where
he had 28 catches for 300 yards.
Redick has started for the Scots
as receiver for all three years
and is coming off of a strong
year where he had 22 catches for
291 yards and two touchdowns.
These two, along with tight end
Cameron Daniels '12 wno was
second team
last season, give the Scots a lot of offensive weapons.
The Fighting Scots defense has
a lot to prove this year. Last year,
All-NC-

AC

the defense was young but promising. In the 2009 season, the Scot
defense gave up 25.5 points per
and 37f".( yards per game,
fame
ut the benefit of a bad season is
that there is nowhere to go but up
for the Scot defense.
,
lineThey lost
backer Matt DeGrand '10, whose
320 career tackles will be missed,'
but returning linebackers Hector Clavijo '12 and Eric Keyes
'11 look to fill the void. Clavijo
had 63 tackles last season and
Keyes added 60 of his own. The
all-confere-

nce

defensive line looks strong, as it
returns four starters. After last
season, the defense definitely has
a chip on its shoulder and is looking to prove that last season was
a fluke.
Many believe that Scots have
too many holes to really be competitive this year.
But the Scots still have several excellent players and with
a coaching staff determined to
keep the Scots in line with their,
winning ways, this should be an
exciting season for the Scots.

Summer sizzledfor sports, pop culture
far'.
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because
your company was too cheap to
hire a new one. You know, there
weren't too many events missing
from this summer
except for
a new Taylor Swift album (don't
it's debut is slated for
worry
October!).
So let's take a walk down memory lane, shall we? And the top five
events from the summer of 2010
as a makeshift secretary

Bam! Feel that? That's the feeling of the summer coming to
a close, and the real world set- ting in here at school. Yes, while
some of you couldn't wait to go
Mom's at 2 o'clock in the morning and wake up from your afternoon naps to the shrill of bagpipes, there are still some fellow
Scots who want the country-wid- e
heat wave that was. this summer
to never end. Although these
people are probably seniors not
wanting to embark on Independent Study, take solace in the fact
that this summer was incredibly

were...
5. Scot Center renovations
While I'll only get to use the
Scot
Center for about a semester, the
project taking up about $30 million is finally starting to look like
something. Of course, over the
summer I went to Wooster's website and checked the live webcam
to see the process. In fact, I spent
even more time thinking about
what our school could spend $30
million on. You know, like TWO
currently-under-renovati-

on

':

Scot Dog carts.
4. LiLo and Snooki went to jail
Anyone who's . anyone reads
TMZ.com, and, like, duh I was totally ticked off when they arrested
Snooki for being "drunk and disorderly." She's drunk and disoTderly
on Jersey Shore, and for reasons.:
beyond me she doesn't get arrested. As far as LiLo goes, she found
her way behind bars for handling
some illegal substances as well as
violating her probation. I hope she
gets out soon, because I'm expecting a Herbie; Fully Loaded sequal,
My fingers are crossed.
-

Rookie pitcher sweeps
baseball
Stephen Strasburg. Ever heard
the name? If you haven't, you lived
3.

';

under a rock or kept your TV on
coverage of the BP Oil Spill. Strasburg, the phenom rookie pitcher
for the Washington
Nationals,
debuted earlier this season and
and opposing
amazed fans
II
with his
fastball
ters
100-MP-

and devastating breaking ball. On
away games he pitched, tans would
sell out stadiums just to see him. It
However, it
was pure Stras-mani- a.
was just the Nationals luck when

gets, people will watch, nfnlT
like they watched a certain i
g
NBA star's
special.
'
Speaking of which...
A

hour-lon-

the future of their organization
blew out his elbow and required

1.

LeDecision

LeBron James is taking his
Let's hope John Wall talents to South Beach
did t
'
isn't paying attention.
you hear? In this part' of the
however,
LeBron
country,
turned his back on Cleveland,
2. "Entourage returns
What excites a college bro and in turn murdered any title !
more than frat parties, the new hopes for a now dreadful sports
an excruciatingly ,
iPhone and lacrosse? "Entoucity- - In
rage." This summer the seventh drawn out and poorly directed
season of HBO's award winning special on ESPNrwe w afc'hed
comedy aired, and there's more as Jim Gray asked James quesdrama than ever with Vince, E, tion ;upon question,' uhtil' fif l
Drama, Turtle, and my persona
nally about a half hour into the .
program asjt him what his deci- - !,
favorite, Ari. With so'many cameos this season, like Adrian Pesion was. James joins Dwayne
terson and Mark Cuban, sports Wade and Chris Bosh to create 'I
fans everywhere continuously
an all-stteam of theHtyftir-- '
HBO
in
Sunday nights to in Miami, and at the satire time
tune
to
find out who Vince is dating and striking fear in the Lbs Angehow he's finding new reasons for les Lakers. It's Browns season
now, right? In Josjhua Cribbs
missing roles and ticking off directors. However bad the show we trust, I guess.
arm-surge- ry.
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eventful... even if you were stuck
at some boring internship acting
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